Advancing our Three-Year Goals

1. **Prosperity Goal**: Build a roadmap for an inclusive economy and execute our part of it.

   - Produced the Prosperity Strategy, a regional inclusive economic development plan, in collaboration and alignment with key community partners.
   - Gained input and created ownership of the economic strategy, engaging 200+ stakeholders across the region.
   - Connected to statewide networks by presenting the Prosperity Strategy at the California Economic Summit.

2. **Equity Goal**: Build and support the capacity needed for us to work together as one community on tough issues like affordable housing, mobility, and growth.

   - Put two polls in the field in 2019 – environment and workforce and education.
   - Developed a program of work in housing based on data and engagement.
   - Released major research reports this year in environment, economic development, workforce, and education. Valley Vision research informs, aligns, provokes, and catalyzes action.

3. **Environment Goal**: Build investments to reduce carbon emissions and make us resilient.

   - Used the Environmental Poll to gain significant visibility of regional climate change awareness and concerns.
   - Led statewide climate adaptation network, expanding membership and reach in shared action and coordination.
   - Grew the capacity and membership of the Cleaner Air Partnership to address air quality – especially related to wildfire smoke in 2019.
   - Participated in the Mayors’ Climate Commission, driving ambitious strategies for built environment and mobility.

We drove community inspired solutions...

2,000+ stakeholders engaged in Valley Vision events in 2019...working across community sectors to create durable solutions.

We took on new challenges...

...focused on equity and safety in the region and beyond.

...by providing leadership and catalyzing action.

Our Impact Areas

Delivering community-inspired solutions in...

- Civic Leadership and Engagement
- Food & Ag Economy
- 21st Century Workforce
- Healthy Communities
- Innovation & Infrastructure
- Clean Economy

We bring communities together to tackle the biggest challenges affecting the livability of our region. By creating common ground built on facts, Valley Vision inspires leaders to think big and collaborate on bold, long-term solutions that improve people’s lives.